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ABSTRACT
AER (Articulated Entity Relationship) diagrams proposed by us, are the extension of Entity
Relationship (ER) diagrams to accommodate functional dependencies (FDs) as their integral part.
Accommodation of FDs in ER diagram helps to achieve total and unconditional automation of relational
database normalization. In this paper we have implemented a software Integrated Development Environment
(IDE), called AER IDE, designed by extending the Graphical Editing Framework (GEF) and Draw2d plug-in
functionality of Eclipse. The AER IDE helps to draw, validate, store and normalize AER diagrams. An AER
IDE has five modules. AER Editor allows creation and edition of AER diagrams using Model View controller
(MVC) approach. AER diagrams are translated and stored as an xml file. AER Validator provides the facility
of AER diagram validation based on a set of proposed rules. AER Normalizer allows normalization of an AER
diagram, in one go, with the help of the proposed AER normalization rules and algorithms. Thus, it allows the
total and unconditional automation of relational database normalization up to a given normal form; as an
integral part of AER IDE. It also serves as a visual aid for the normalization process which is always easy to
understand and interpret rather than theoretical approach. AER-XML Bidirectional Translator provides the
import and export functionality of AER diagram, to and from an XML template making it compatible with the
other toolset. AER-SQL Generator generates DDL scripts in the SQL schema format. The AER IDE is tested
with ten distinct AER diagrams with all possible combinations of AER features and validation rules.

KEYWORDS
Entity Relationship Diagram, Automatic Normalization, Database Schema refinement, Relational Database
Design.

[1] INTRODUCTION
Normalization is more complex specifically if the number of relations and number of attributes in
each relation is high. Normalization when carried out manually can be time consuming, prone to
errors and costly, since it needs high skilled personnel [1]-[2]. Thus, automating the process of
normalization is the only solution to eliminate the drawbacks of manual normalization. The
automation of normalization implemented by normalization tools such as JMathNorm [4], Micro [1],
Normalizer [5], Web based Normalization Tool [6], NORMIT [7]. These Normalization tools
consider database relations and FDs as two distinct inputs and thus lead to the Partial and
Conditional Automation [3].
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In [8], the authors propose bubble diagram to give pictorial representation of FD and leads up to 4th
normal form at diagram level. The proposed approach bubble diagram is constructed from ER
diagram by identifying the primary key attribute of the entity and replaces whole entity set by
primary key bubbles and all other attributes are connected to the key bubble. The relations are
constructed from the bubble diagram by identifying relationship and dependencies such as FDs,
transitive dependencies and multivalued dependencies. The normalization rules are applied at
diagram level to get normalized relations as bubble diagrams. However, bubble diagrams are
difficult to understand for database developer’s community. The approach does not provide an
implementation of bubble diagram as a normalization tool and thus it is doubtful if the concept can
be applicable for industry benefits.
In [9], the author’s states that normalization process is not required at least till BCNF, if the real
world problems and its constraints are properly presented in the ER model. The author then suggests
how an ERD should be improved depicting a better conceptual model which when transformed to a
relational schema using mapping algorithms results in normalized relations. The approach expects
the database designer to be aware of the normalization concepts at the time of conceptual design and
incorporate those concepts manually as a part of the ER diagram to make it normalized.
Normalization process requires not only very good understanding of the organization of
semantic/domain information but also how the schema can be organized to take care of these
semantic dependencies. Having all this knowledge at the time of conceptual design is difficult. As it
is a manual approach, it is prone to errors, time consuming and costly for today’s enterprise
applications.
As a part of our previous work, we propose an Articulated Entity Relationship (AER) diagram [3],
which is an extension of Chen Model of ER diagram [2] to accommodate the FD information [10] as
its integral part. In this paper, we develop a software IDE called AER IDE as a modeling tool for
ARE diagrams implementing the philosophy discussed in our previous work [3]. AER IDE is an
Eclipse plug-in and thus can be accommodated as a part of the Eclipse framework. Eclipse is an open
source development platform for constructing customized IDEs. It can be used to create applications
such as web sites, embedded Java programs, C++ programs, and Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs) [11]
and also works as a collection of “places-to-plug-things-into” (extension points) and “things-to-plugin” (extensions) [12]. The AER IDE implemented by extending Graphical Editing Framework (GEF)
and Draw2d, [13] -[14] which are the plug-ins of Eclipse, allowing us to develop graphical editor for
AER model. The AER IDE helps to draw, validate, store and normalize AER diagrams.
By offering a facility to normalize an AER diagram in one click, AER Normalizer module of AER
IDE not only allows total and unconditional automation of normalization, but also lets the database
designer to have this automation performed at a very early stage of database design i.e. at conceptual
level. To implement AER Normalizer, we have proposed normalization rules and algorithms on
entity sets to get normalized entity sets up to BCNF. Thus, AER Normalizer provides pictorial
approach for the automatic normalization of relational databases.
In further sections, we provide detailed information about implementation of AER IDE. Remaining
part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides information about related work and
comparison of various tools. Section 3 throws light upon the AER IDE system architecture along
with its implantation details. Section 4 depicts the conclusion and future work.
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[2] RELATED WORK
Several tools are available which allow database designer to draw and model ER diagram. In this
section we provide an overview of the toolset which we considered for extending the ER Model to
define AER diagrams [3].
A comparison of all the ER drawing and modeling tools which use Chen like model for ER
definitions is provided in Table 1. We compare tools based on the criteria such as if the tool is open
source or need to buy, drawing or modeling or both, if it provides the facility to generate SQL script,
whether source code is available for extension purposes and the allowed export formats.
Table1. Summary of ER Modeling Tools
Sr.
No.
1.
2.
3.

ER Tools
Concept Draw
PRO 8.0.7.4 [15]
Smart Draw
2010[16]
Edrawz Max
5.1[17]

4.

Eclipse ERD[18]

5.
6.

DDS Pro[19]
ERDraw[20]

Drawing
/Modeling

SQL
Script

Drawing

No

.pdf,.html

Buy

No

No

Buy

No

Buy

No

Yes

.doc,.emf,jpeg,
.tiff,.wmf,.ppt
.html, .pdf, .doc,
.ppt, .svg, .tiff, Any
graphics format
(.jpeg, .gif, etc.)
.java, .xml

Yes

Yes
Yes

NA
.erml

Open
Source
Buy
Free

Drawing

No
Drawing

Both
Both
Both

Export

Free/Open
Extendable
Source/Buy

No
No

From the Table 1, the eclipse platform and its plug-in Eclipse ERD [18], satisfies all criteria such as
if the tool is open source or need to buy, drawing or modeling or both, if it provides the facility to
generate SQL script, whether source code is available for extension purposes and the allowed export
formats of our comparison and thus is chosen for the implementation of AER diagram. The
implementation details of various parts of AER IDE discussed in the further sections.
Our study of already existing automatic normalization tools such as JMathNorm [4], Micro [1],
Normalizer [5], etc, show that, no tool exists which allows automation of normalization at
conceptual level. On the other hand, these tools perform normalization at relational level. For
example, in [1], a system called as “Micro” is proposed which uses two-linked list, one for storing
attributes and other for storing FDs. User has to enter attributes, keys, and FD information using a
GUI interface and can normalize a relation up to BCNF. However, this approach provides
automation of normalization only at the relational level. Also, the tools take every relation as
individual input and thus, is incapable of taking the whole relational schema as a single input to
normalize it in one go.
Some toolsets such as NORMIT [7], Web based Normalization Tool [6], etc, are specifically
designed for learning/teaching/understanding the process of normalization, since the process is
difficult to understand and theoretical and thus it is difficult to motivate students. But these tools do
not provide visual aid for normalization. Our approach provides visual aid to normalization process
which is always easy to understand and interpret rather than theoretical approach.
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[3] AER IDE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This section provides architecture of the AER IDE tool depicted in Figure 1. The AER IDE consists
of five modules i.e., AER Editor, AER Validator, AER-XML Bidirectional Translator, and AERSQL Generator. We provide detail description of these modules in the following subsections.
AER IDE
AER
Validator

AER
Editor

AER-XML
Bidirectional
Translator

AER-SQL Generator

XML Export
XML Import
SQL Export

XML
Parser

Databases

AER Normalizer

Figure.1 System Architecture of AER IDE

3.1.AER Editor
In this section, we discuss in detail the AER editor which helps in drawing and editing AER
Diagrams. The AER Editor is composed of various views such as graphical editor along with palette
view, property view as shown in Figure 2. We have implemented the definitions of the AC and FDC
connectors and the Attribute Articulation Point (AAP) as AER features, which can be displayed and
used using AER Editor.

Figure.2 AER Editor GUI View
We have added the implementation of missing features of ER Model such as multi-valued attribute,
derived attribute, partial key attribute, weak entity, weak entity relation, and weak entity relation
connector to the basic ER drawing IDE. Along with these missing ER features, we have coded the
newly introduced AER features allowing the AER editor to support the database designer to
incorporate FDs are as a part of database design in the form of AC, FDC, and AAP implementation.
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The AER IDE is implemented by using Graphical Editing Framework (GEF) and Draw2D. The GEF
adds editing support to graphical applications by implementing MVC (Model-View-Controller)
framework [14]. The implementation of MVC as far as the AER IDE is concerned is depicted in
Figure. 3.
AER Model

AER
Controller

AER Views

Edit Part
Factory

Editor
View

Edit Parts

Property
View

(AER
Diagram)

AER Features
Figures

Commands

Connectors

Figure. 3 MVC schematic for AER Editor

3.2.AER Validator
The AER validation is the process of checking correctness of the AER diagram by implementing the
validation rules. The validation rules makes sure that the AER diagram follows the AER Model
definition and thus helps the user to draw correct AER diagram for better automation. In this section,
we have discussed the validation rules for AER diagram and their implementation by using Eclipse
plug-in AER Validator

3.2.1.Validation Rules
The validation rules discussed in this section are categorized mainly into two parts. First part
provides information about the rules defined by Chen like model and implemented by us. These set
of rules are enlisted in Table 2. The second part throws light upon the rules proposed by us for valid
representation of AER given by Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5.
Table 2. Validation rules for Attribute Connector (AC)
Sr.
No.
1

Rule Description
Attribute
Connection
Explanation :

Graphical Representation
Valid
Invalid

Entity

An attribute must be
connected to an Entity

A1

A1

E1

E1

A1

E1

A1

E1

Implementation
Details
Invalid message
on saving the
digram with a
standalone
attribute
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or Weak Entity by
using Attribute Entity
Connector (AEC). It
cannot stand on its own
without a connection to
an Entity.

A1

A

A1

A1

E1

E1

E1

E1

Not allowing the
connection
between
an
attribute and an
entity
using
AC,FDC while
drawing
the
diagram.

Table 3. The validation rules for Attribute Articulation Point
Sr.
No.
1.

Graphical Representation
Rule Description
The AAP cannot
connect to an
Entity.

Valid

Invalid

FD: A1,A2→ A3
A3

E1

E1
A2

A1

2.

AAP cannot
stand on its own.

E1

E1

3.

The AAP must be
connected
through one and
only one FDC.

Example
FD: A1 →A2,A3

A2

A1

A3
A2

E1

A1
E1
E1

A1

Implementati
on
Details
Unable
to
connect and
AAP to an
antity
by
using AEC,
AC or FDC
while drawing
the diagram.
Invalid
message on
saving
the
diagram
in
case of stand
alone AAP.
Invalid
message on
saving
the
diagram
if
AAP
is
connected
using
less
than 2 ACs

E1

4.

The AAP must be
connected
through one and
only one FDC.

A2
A2
A1
E1

E1

Invalid
message on
saving
the
diagram,
if
AAP
is
conned
through more
than
one
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FDCs
A1

A2

A2

A1

E1
E3

E1

5.

The AAP cannot
connect to the
attributes of two
distinct non weak
entities.
Example
E1:
FD:
A1,A2
→A3
E2:
FD: A21 →A22

R

A3
A2
A21
A2

A1
A1

E1

E2

E1

Unable
to
connect FDC
to attributes
of
discting
non-weak
entities while
drawing the
diagram.

R1
R1
A22
E2
A21

6.

The AAP and
Partial
Key
connection rule
Explanation:
AAPs can connect
to
prime
key
attribute of strong
entity and partial
key attribute of
weak
entity
through AC and
attribute of the
same weak entity
through FDC.

Unable
to
connect FDC
while drawing
the diagram.

A12

A11

A31

A32

A11
A31

E1

E1

E3
E3

R

R

Example for E3
FD:
A11,A31 →A32
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Table 4. Validation rules for Functional Dependency Connector (FDC)
Sr.
No.
1.

Rule Description
The
FDC
cannot
connect to an Entity.

Implementation
Details
Unable to connect
FDC to an antity
while drawing the
diagram.

Graphical Representation
Valid
Invalid
FD: A1,A2→ A3
A1

E1
A3

2.

For FDC source must
be an AAP or an
Attribute and Target
must be an AAP or an
Attribute.

A2
A1
A1
E1
E1

3.

FDC cannot connect
attributes
of
two
distinct entities except
ISA relation

A2

A31

E1

E3

A1

Example
FD: A1 →A2,A3

4

A1

E1
R

FDC to ISA relation
connection rule

A2

A2

A1

Explanation :
In ISA relation the
FDC used to connect
primary key attribute
(determiner) of parent
entity
to
attribute
(dependent) child entity
to represent FD. The
vice versa is invalid.

Unable to connect
FDC
to
the
attributes if two
distinct
entities
while drawing the
diagram.

A1

Unable to connect
FDC
while
drawing
the
diagram.

E1
E1
ISA

A11
ISA

A11

E11

A12

A12

E12

E11

E12
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Table 5. Validation rules for Attribute Connector (AC)
Sr.
No
.
1.

Impleme
ntation
Details
Unable to
connect
AC to an
antity
while
drawing
the
diagram.

Graphical Representation
Rule Description

Valid

The AC cannot be
connected to an Entity.

Invalid
A3
E1

A2

FD: A1,A2→ A3
A1

E1
E1

2

For source of AC must
be an AAP and Target
must be an Attribute.

A3
A2

Example
E1:
FD: A1,A2 →A3
E2:
FD: A21 →A22

A2

A1

A21

A1
A1
E1

E1

E2

E1
R1

Unable to
connect
FDC if
the
source
and target
requirem
ents are
not
matched
while
drawing
the
diagram.

3.2.2.Implementation of AER Validator
This section illustrates the implementation of the above discussed validation rules for AER model
using AER Validator module of AER IDE. The AER Validator performs the validation of an AER
diagram when user uses AER editor to draw an AER diagram. The validation rules for AC, FDC,
and AAP get automatically enforced either at the time of saving of AER diagram or online while
drawing the diagram. The database designer is informed of any violation of the validation rule either
in the form of a message at the time of saving the diagram or restricting the designer from
contradictory action while drawing AER diagram. In case of violation along with the message we are
highlighting the invalid elements in AER diagram by using orange colour. For example, Figure.4
depicts the contraction of the rule of AER diagram, saying that the highlighted attribute cannot be
standalone.
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Figure.4 Validation Rule implementation

3.3.AER Normalizer
AER Normalizer is the module of AER IDE which takes the Entity and the Attributes of AER
diagram as the input and normalizes that entity using the proposed AER normalization rules. The
normalization rules (1NF, 2NF, 3NF, BCNF) are defined in terms of AER diagram model elements
viz. entity, attributes, FDCs, ACs, and AAPs. The nomenclature and the definitions provided in set
theoretic notations for the AER model elements are provided in Table 6.
Table 6. Nomenclature for AER Normal form Violation Rules
Notation
A

Description

Set Theoretic Definition
--

AC

Attribute
Functional Dependency
Connector
Attribute connector

AAP

Attribute arrticulation point

AAP = {FDC} ∪ { AC1 , AC 2 , K , AC n }

Source(AC)

Source of attribute connector

Source(AC) = AAP

FDC

Target(AC)

Target of attribute connector
Source of Functional
Source(FDC)
dependency connector
Target of Functional dependency
Target(FDC)
connector

FDC = Source ( FDC ) ∪ T arg et ( FDC )

AC = Source( AC) ∪ T arg et( AC)

Target(AC) = A

Source(FDC) = A ∨ AAP

Target(FDC) = A ∨ AAP
E = { A1 , A2 , K , An } ∪ {FDC1 , FDC2 , K , FDCn }

E

Entity

PK(E)

Primary key of Entity

PK(E) = { A1 , A2 , K , An }

CK(E)

Candidate key of the Entity

CK(E) = { A1 , A2 , K , An }

SOA(E)

Set of Attributes of Entity E

SOA( E ) = { A1 , A2 , K , An }

∪ { AC1 , AC2 , K , ACn } ∪ { AAP1 , AAP2 , K , AAPn }
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SOFDC(E)

Set of functional dependency
connectors of entity E

SOFDC ( E ) = {FDC1 , FDC 2 , K , FDC n }

AER

AER diagram

AERDiagram= {E1 , E2 ,K, En }∪{R1 , R2 ,K, Rn }

SOE(AER)

Set of entities of AER Diagram

SOE( AER) = {E1 , E2 , K , En }

SOR(AER)

Set of relations of AER Diagram

SOR( AER) = {R1 , R2 , K, Rn }

Decompose
(E,E1;E2)

Decompose entity E into new
entities E1 and E2

SOE( AER) = (SOE( AER) ∪ {E1 , E2 }) − E

R
Degree(R,E)

Relation between Entities E1, E2
… En
Degree of relation R with respect
to Entity E

SOR( AER) = SOR( AER) ∪ {R}

R = {E1 , E2 ,K, En }
---

3.3.1.Normal Form violation Rules
3.3.1.1. AER 1NF Normalization Rule
The AER 1NF normalization rule makes sure that every attribute belonging to an entity or
relationship is atomic.i.e.
∀A ∈ E ( A.multivalued = false)
∧ ( A.composite = false)

The following is the violation algorithm of AER 1NF Normalization Rule for composite attributes:
If ( A ∈ SOA( E )) ∧ ( A.composite = true)
∧ ( A = { A1 , A2 , K , An }) then
SOA (E) = SOA (E - A) ∪ { A1 , A2 , K , An }
If

A = T arg et ( FDC ) then
{ A1 , A2 , K , An } = T arg et ( FDC )

If the attribute is composite, decompose it into multiple attributes (represented by a comma separated
string) belonging to the same entity or relationship to which the composite attribute belonged.
The following is the violation algorithm of AER 1NF Normalization Rule for multi-valued
attributes:
If ( A ∈ E ) ∧ ( A.multivalue d = true ) then
Decompose ( E , E1 ; E 2 )
SOA( E1 ) = SOA( E ) − A
SOA( E 2 ) = PK ( E ) ∪ A
PK ( E1 ) = PK ( E )
PK ( E 2 ) = PK ( E ) ∪ A

If the attribute is multivalued then decompose the entity to which the attribute belong into two
entities with the help of following algorithm.
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3.3.1.2. AER 2NF Normalization Rule
The AER 2NF normalization rule states that every entity is in 2NF, if it first fulfils the requirements
to be in 1NF and every FDC of that entity should not have its source as subset of the key of that
entity (prime).i.e.

∀ FDC ∈ ( E )

Source ( FDC ) ⊄ CK ( E )

The following is the violation algorithm of AER 2NF Normalization Rule:
∀ FDC ∈ E
begin
If ( Source( FDC ) = As ) ∧ ( As ⊂ CK ( E )) then
begin
If (T arg et ( FDC ) = At ) ∧ ( At ⊄ CK ( E ) then
Call Decomposition _ A lg orithm( E , FDC )
If (T arg et ( FDC ) = AAP ) ∧ (T arg et ( AC ) ⊄ CK ( E ),
where Source( AC ) = AAP) then
Call Decomposition _ A lg orithm( E , FDC )
end
If ( Source( FDC ) = AAP) ∧ (T arg et ( AC ) ⊂ CK ( E ),
where Source( AC ) = AAP ) then
begin
If (T arg et ( FDC ) = At ) ∧ ( At ⊄ CK ( E )) then
Call Decomposition _ A lg orithm( E , FDC )
If (T arg et ( FDC ) = AAP ) ∧ (T arg et ( AC ) ⊄ CK ( E ),
where Source( AC ) = AAP) then
Call Decomposition _ A lg orithm( E , FDC )
end
end

3.3.1.3. AER 3NF Normalization Rule
The AER 3NF normalization rule makes sure that every entity or relation of AER diagram is in 2NF
and every FDC belonging to an entity is trivial or should have its source as a whole key and target as
non-key attribute (key dependency) or should have its source as non-key attribute and target as key
(prime) attribute. i.e.
∀ FDC ∈ ( E )
( T arg et ( FDC ) ⊂ Source ( FDC )) ∨
( Source ( FDC ) = CK ( E ) ∧ T arg et ( FDC ) ⊄ CK (E) ) ∨
( Source ( FDC ) ⊄ CK ( E ) ∧ T arg et ( FDC ) ⊂ CK ( E ))

The following is the violation algorithm of AER 3NF Normalization Rule:
3NF is violated if there exist transitive functional dependency such as
∃ FDC ∈ ( E ) (( Source ( FDC ) ⊄ CK ( E ))
∧ (T arg et ( FDC ) ⊄ CK ( E ))

3NF violation algorithm is given below:
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∀ FDC ∈ ( E ∨ R)
begin
If ( Source( FDC) = As ) ∧ ( As ⊄ CK ( E )) then
begin
If (T arg et ( FDC) = At ) ∧ ( At ⊄ CK ( E ) then
Call Decomposition _ A lg orithm( E , FDC)
If (T arg et ( FDC) = AAP) ∧ (T arg et ( AC ) ⊄ CK ( E ),
where Source( AC ) = AAP) then
Call Decomposition _ A lg orithm( E , FDC)
end
If ( Source( FDC) = AAP) ∧ (T arg et ( AC ) ⊄ CK ( E ),
where Source( AC ) = AAP) then
begin
If (T arg et ( FDC) = At ) ∧ ( At ⊄ CK ( E )) then
Call Decomposition _ A lg orithm( E , FDC)
If (T arg et ( FDC) = AAP) ∧ (T arg et ( AC ) ⊄ CK ( E ),
where Source( AC ) = AAP) then
Call Decomposition _ A lg orithm( E , FDC)
end
end ;

3.3.1.4. AER BCNF Normalization Rule
The AER BCNF normalization rule makes sure that every entity or relation of AER diagram is in
3NF and every FDC of an entity should have its source as candidate key i.e.
∀ FDC ∈ ( E )
( T arg et ( FDC) ⊂ Source( FDC)) ∨
( Source( FDC) = CK ( E ) ∧ T arg et ( FDC) ⊄ CK (E) )

The following is the violation algorithm of AER BCNF Normalization Rule:
∀ FDC ∈ ( E ∨ R )
begin
If ( Source ( FDC ) = A) ∧ ( A ≠ CK ( E )) then
Call Decomposit ion _ A lg orithm ( E , FDC )
If ( Source ( FDC ) = AAP ) ∧ (T arg et ( AC ) ≠ CK ( E ),
where Source ( AC ) = AAP ) then
Call Decomposit ion _ A lg orithm ( E , FDC )
end ;

3.3.2.Decomposition Algorithm
In this section we explore the algorithm to decompose entities and algorithm to create relationship
between decomposed entities along with relationship cardinality. Algorithm to determine
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relationship cardinality is proposed in [24]. This algorithm is defined in terms of AER model
elements.
A lg orithm Decomposition _ A lg orithm ( E , CurrentFDC )
begin
Decompose( E , E1; E 2)
E1 .name = E.name _ 1
E 2 .name = E.name _ 2
SOA( E1 ) = SOA( E ) − T arg et (CurrentFDC )
SOA( E 2 ) = Source(CurrentFDC ) ∪ T arg et (CurrentFDC )
PK ( E1 ) = PK ( E )
PK ( E 2 ) = Source(CurrentFDC )
FDC ( E1 ) = FDC ( E1) − CurrentFDC
FDC ( E 2 ) = CurrentFDC
R = {E1 , E 2 }
If ( SOA( E1 ) ∩ SOA( E 2 )) = PK ( E1 ) then
Degree( R, E1 ) = 1 else

Degree( R, E1 ) = m

If ( SOA( E1 ) ∩ SOA( E 2 )) = PK ( E 2) then
Degree( R, E 2 ) = 1 else

Degree( R, E 2 ) = m

AER Diagram = ( AER Diagram − {E}) ∪ {E1 , E 2 } ∪ {R}
SOE ( AER ) = ( SOE ( AER ) ∪ {E1 , E 2 }) − E
SOR( AER ) = SOR ( AER ) ∪ {R}
end ;

Table7. AER diagram demonstrating Normal Forms
Graphical presentation

Normal
Form

Input

Output

SSN

SSN

Name

Phone
City
Name

Employee

1NF

Street

Employee_1

1

R

Address

m

Phone
Employee_2

Note: Address is composite attribute
consists of City and Street

SSN
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S#
S#
P#
City

m

P#

2NF

Shipment_1

Qty

R

Status
1

Shipment

Qty

S#

Shipment_2
Status
City

Rating
SSN
Name
SSN

m

Rating

Name

3NF

Salary

Employee_1

R
1

Salary

Rating

Employee

Employee_2
Wages
Wages

R_Date

R_Date

Cid

Sid

Cid

Sid
Enroll

Enroll_1

m

R

BCNF
CName

1

Cid

Let us assume that the Enroll relation
has the following candidate keys:
(Sid, Cid) and (Sid, CName)

Enroll_2

CName
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3.4.AER-XML Bidirectional Translator
This section illustrates our implementation of an extension point for the AER IDE tool, the AER
XML translator. The translator performs bidirectional functionality such as XML import and XML
export, translating the current AER diagram (.aer) in XML format.
In XML export functionality the AER XML translator helps in DTD generation of AER diagram
with .xml extension and thus export diagram in XML format. On the save command, the current
AER diagram is internally saved in XML format with .aer as an extension. On XML Export
command the AER XML translator reads this .aer file and filters the graphical information from the
file to generate DTD representation. The graphics information such as height, width, x and y coordinates of the figures are omitted and the AER representation details are maintained in the file.
Also the identifiers of the model elements are removed and for the connector information the source
and destination identifiers are replaced by the actual names of the model elements such as entity
name, attribute name, etc. For example, in Table 8 column (A) represents the AER Diagram, Column
(B) represents the .aer file which is generated after saving the diagram and column (C) shows the
corresponding .xml file which is generated as a result of XML Export functionality.
Table 8. AER diagram example with XML export
(A) The AER Digram

Roll
Number

Subject

Marks

Student

(B) The .aer file which is generated after saving the diagram :
<? xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<diagram container="" lastSavePath="\Test\blood.sql" name="" sqlPre="">
<elements>
<entity gen_position="0" id="2133325842" name="Student"
pname="Student" sname="Student" sql_sequenz_name="">
<attribute fkeytbl="" foreignkey="false" genType="None"
id="2041377926" length="0" name="Roll no" notnull="false
pname="Roll no" primarykey="true" sname="ROLL NO"
type="VARCHAR" unique="false">
<position h="-1" w="-1" x="678" y="491"/>
</attribute>
<attribute fkeytbl="" foreignkey="false" genType="None"
id="-1512400783" length="0" name="Subject" notnull="false
pname="NEW" primarykey="false" sname="NEW" type="VARCHAR"
unique="false">
<position h="-1" w="-1" x="716" y="448"/>
</attribute>
<attribute fkeytbl="" foreignkey="false" genType="None"
id="2076192327" length="0" name="Marks" notnull="false"
pname="NEW" primarykey="false" sname="NEW" type="VARCHAR"
unique="false">
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<position h="-1" w="-1" x="704" y="192"/>
</attribute>
</entity>
<articulatedp gen_position="0" id="47197359" name="NEW" pname=""
sname="NEW" sql_sequenz_name="">
</elements>
<connections>
<aec from="2041377926" to="2133325842"/>
<aec from="-1512400783" to="2133325842"/>
<aec from="2076192327" to="2133325842"/>
<ac from="47197359" to="2041377926"/>
<ac from="47197359" to="-1512400783"/>
<fdc from="47197359" to="2076192327"/>
</connections>
</diagram>
(C) The .xml template file which is generated as a result of XML Export functionality :
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<AERDiagram>
<entity>Student
<attribute length="10" type="primarykeyattribute" datatype="VARCHAR">RollNo </attribute>
<attribute length="10" type="attribute" datatype="VARCHAR">Subject</attribute>
<attribute length="10" type="attribute" datatype="VARCHAR">Marks</attribute>
</entity>
<FD determiner=" Roll no " dependent=" AAP1 "/>
<FD determiner=" Subject " dependent=" AAP1 "/>
<FD determiner=" AAP1 " dependent=" Marks "/>
</AERDiagram>

3.5.AER-SQL Generator
In this section we are considering the implementation details of AER SQL generator. It is an
extension point of the AER IDE. The generator helps to generate relations from the AER diagram
and saved with .sql file extension. The generator extracts the SQL script from the diagram by
applying all the mapping rules [21] from ER diagram to relations. We are using the set of mapping
rules which are already defined in the Eclipse ERD. Here we provide an example of a mapping rule
specified for strong entities. In case of the equivalent representation of strong entities defined in an
AER diagram into the relational schema, we need to create a new table (relation) for each strong
entity and make the indicated key of the strong entity the primary key of the table. For example, the
SQL script generated for the Table 8 column (A) by implantation of strong entity mapping rule, the
following equivalent relational schema is generated:
CREATE TABLE STUDENT ( ROLLNUMBER VARCHAR (10), SUBJECT VARCHAR (10),
MARKS VARCHAR (10), PRIMARY KEY (ROLLNUMBER));

[4] CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have successfully implemented an Eclipse Plug-in called AER IDE which facilitates the drawing
and validation of AER diagrams. AER drawing functionally provided by the AER Editor module
allows database designer to accommodate the Functional Dependency information as an integral part
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of the ER model in terms of the Attribute Connector (AC), Functional Dependency connector (FDC),
and Attribute Articulation Point (AAP). Apart from AER drawing functionality, the AER validation
rules are defined and implemented to maintain correctness of the AER diagram with the help of AER
Validator Module. AER Normalizer allows normalization of an AER diagram, in one go, without
any user intervention. The normalization of AER diagram is facilitated by the proposed set of AER
normalization rules and algorithms.
AER IDE also provides additional features such as of XML translation and export and SQL
generation. As a result of the XML export functionality, the relations and the FDs depicted through
an AER diagram are embedded in an XML template omitting the graphics related information. This
allows easy exchange of relational information with other database modeling and design toolsets.
The AER-SQL Generation module acts as an extension point which generates the DDL script (.sql
format) of the corresponding AER diagram, which can further be used to create database tables by
using different software such as oracle, MySQL etc.
Further Extensions of AER IDE include incorporation of definitions of the multi-valued
dependencies and joint dependencies as a part of AER diagram, which would lead to the automation
of the process of normalization up to 5NF [22]. It can also be further extended to include the domain
and key constraints to automate normalization up to Domain Key Normal Form [23]. But embedding
this information by maintaining acceptable complexity of the AER diagram is a big challenge.
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